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Christmas Texas horned toad Civil War Fess Parker Jim Coates Corcoran Tommy Kirk cattle
drive serials False Spike MacGuire Travis True rabies rabbit Old Bell doggone Arliss
Jumper horse tomahawk raccoons Sanderson hog Lisbeth arrowhead Chuck Connors
puppy
_

What was the name of the sequel to "Old Yeller" that was released in 1963? (2 words) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Across

Down

1. Old Yeller shows up on the doorstep of the boys'
home after chasing what animal through the
corn patch?
5. True or False: Old Yeller was fighting with the
infected wolf to protect Mrs. Coates.
6. #2 Down and Old Yeller seek to protect the
crops from what type of animals by sleeping in
the corn patch?
7. #15 Down gives what gift to Travis because it
resembles the title character?
10. #21 Across was played by what future
"Rifleman"? (both names)
13. Which of the two Coates children does Old
Yeller save from a charging bear?
14. What was the name of the dog they had prior to
Old Yeller? (2 words)
16. Why was #9 Down absent a good portion of the
film? (2 words)
20. #2 Down is saved by Old Yeller after he falls
from a tree and is bitten by a ___.
21. Old Yeller's real owner, Burn ________, shows
up at their home to reclaim his dog.
23. Who played the role of Arliss & Travis' father in
"Old Yeller"? (both names)
24. "Old Yeller" was one of the few Disney movies to
be released on _________ Day in 1957.
26. Travis decides to give #15 Down what
Comanche artifact to keep her silence about his
dog.
27. #21 Across decided to leave his dog with the
boys in exchange for a cooked meal and Arliss's
______ ____. (2 words)
28. What was the real name of the dog that played
Old Yeller?

2. Which brother reluctantly had to shoot Old Yeller
after the dog was bitten by an infected wolf?
3. What is the name of the family's mule?
4. The boy's mother, Katie was played by Dorothy
_______.
8. What child actor played the role of Travis
Coates? (both names)
9. What was the name of the father in #23 Across?
(both names)
11. "Old Yeller" was set in the years immediately
following what war? (2 words)
12. What disease did Old Yeller contract that led to
#2 Down having to kill him?
15. _______ Searcy tells #2 Down that she will
keep the secret that Old Yeller was stealing.
17. In what state was the original movie set?
18. Kevin ________ played the role of Arliss
Coates?
19. What does the father (#9 Down) promise to
bring Arliss when he returns?
21. #8 & #18 Down were popular regulars on
Mickey Mouse Club _______ in the 1950's.
22. The song "Old Yeller" tells the story of the best
_______ dog in the West."
23. True or False: Arliss was older than Travis
Coates.
25. What does the father (#9 Down) promise to
bring Travis when he returns?

